INVITATION

Organising cross-border truckers:
Bulgarian and Romanian unions organise truck drivers across Europe

Sector: ROAD
When: 12 August 2014, 14:00 – 16:00
Where: Villa Park Restaurant, Sofia

✓ What’s your first thought when you hear talking about Eastern European truck drivers?
✓ How much do you know about their living and working conditions?
✓ Did you know: over 1000 Eastern European truckers interviewed by the ETF over the past 5 years feel discriminated in pay and working conditions on grounds of their nationality?

In January 2014, under the ETF coordination and with ITF funding, 6 trade unions from Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, the Netherlands and Romania stepped in to change this situation. Four field visits organised in parking areas in Western Europe led to the recruitment of more than 100 truck drivers. And the ball keeps rolling. Bulgarian and Romanian ETF / ITF affiliates are at work!

Join our fringe meeting to know more about the working and living conditions of truckers and to get familiar with our first-hand organising experience.

(See verso for directions to the venue)

Find out more at: www.itfcongress2014.org/fringe-events
How to get from National Palace of Culture to...

“Villa Park” Restaurant, Lozenetz Quarter 4B Arsenalski Boulevard, Sofia